
SET UP A STUDIO AT
HOME 

A guide for how to create a  clean and safe

ceramics studio on a budget -

where you won't lose your security deposit

Learn to Manage Clay Dust

Be Strategic with Storage

Preserve your Plumbing

Travel with Greenware



KEEP IT SIMPLE
& SET IT UP FOR

THE FUTURE
This guide is specifically intended for those with a
tight budget (aiming for under a couple hundred

dollars), and geared towards renters.

 Therefore we are going to limit the amount of
infrastructure and focus on how to protect your
space from damage. That way you can create

anxiety free! 

You will want to have at least a 5' by 5' space.

Stick to one clay body (ideally lighter clay as 

      it is less likely to stain- run some tests).

Don't even mess with plumbing, get yourself

       three buckets or containers for reclaim.

Lateral storage is your friend! Purchase 

      one solid shelf that is super stable.



KEEP IT SAFE!
FOR YOU & WHERE

YOU LIVE

Never sweep! That sends harmful clay particles into the

air. Two large sponges ($2.50) are easiest to clean with.

Limit canvas- it just stores dust and is harder to clean!

If you have carpet, you can put down a couple layers of

painters plastic ($13) and then click together laminate

flooring panels ($32) without fully installing. You can also

protect your walls by taping up plastic where clay might

splash.

If you have hardwood or tile, but are worried about

staining/wear you could purchase a rubber chair mat

($45) to go under your work area.

Have special studio slippers you wear in your mini-studio.

And always take them off before you move into other

parts of the house. That way you won't track clay dust!

Never eat or drink in the studio! 

https://clayartcenter.net/product/large-oval-synthetic-sponge-6-x-4-x-2/
https://www.lowes.com/pd/Plastic-10-ft-x-25-ft-Drop-Cloth/50193719
https://www.lowes.com/pd/QuickStep-Studio-Spill-Repel-Whistler-Oak-6-14-in-W-x-3-93-ft-L-Embossed-Wood-Plank-Laminate-Flooring/1000397293
https://www.staples.com/Staples-36-x-48-Hard-Floor-Chair-Mat-Black-26990/product_1174251?cid=PS:GooglePLAs:1174251&ci_src=17588969&ci_sku=1174251&KPID=1174251&gclid=Cj0KCQjw4f35BRDBARIsAPePBHzVXPuBMUUg9ErJPD5hs9y0eu8eibNkvLwJEqUJbObLp7kTyrkDtpMaAsfYEALw_wcB


BE STRATEGIC
ABOUT STORAGE 

Invest in a sturdy shelf, I use an Ikea shelf ($20)

Do an audit of your tools. Many of us buy tools 

Keep two of the shelves empty- 

Only store items you truly need once a 

Test them in the store to ensure stability.

     that we don't regularly use. 

You don't have to get rid of them, but just

focus on which you actually need weekly

    One is for your "about to be trimmed" 

    pieces, the other is for "your about 

    to be in the kiln".

    week on the other shelves. 

    The rest of your supplies can go in other 

    parts of your home to be dug out

    as you need them. my shelf

checklist
underglaze

paint brushes
carving tools
mason stains

wax
sandpaper

https://www.ikea.com/us/en/p/hyllis-shelf-unit-with-cover-clear-s99291745/


SET UP YOUR
RECLAIM 

To set up an area for your reclaim to

evenly dry, you can use a baking pan

and small square of tight knit cloth. This

is a wonderful alternative to plaster

that's easy to store when not in use. 

Just make sure your baking pan is

shallow with a 1-2 inch depth. Then fold

your cloth (you can also use canvas) a

couple times. Now you're ready to slop

your wet clay on top and just wait a

day or two before you re-wedge it. 

I usually tuck it behind a shelf or under

my wheel when not in use.

                Note: if your clay gets stinky you can add

a little hydrogen peroxide.

Baking Pan

Cloth

Wet Clay



DON'T MESS WITH 
SINKS OR PLASTER
Honestly clay and residential sinks are a match

made in hell. Don't even mess with it. Get yourself
three sturdy buckets and I'll explain the rest.

Only your throwing bucket should have ongoing water.     

(I use my sponge to wipe my hands, dry with a studio

towel to where this is no clay on them before washing

hands in my regular sink).

The other two buckets are for rotating dry clay. Once

the first bucket is 1/3rd full you can use the water in

your throwing bucket to rehydrate the dry clay

(scooping out the clay sludge at the bottom of your

throwing bucket).

 If you have leftover wet clay that doesn't fit your

baking pan reclaim system, then you can use the third

bucket to start a new dry clay collection. Your

throwing bucket should be emptied and cleaned with

a sponge before you add new water.

Your third bucket can often be stacked 

to save space in your studio.



KNOW HOW
TO TRANSPORT WORK

Owning a kiln is a huge investment, and for most
renters  this isn't an option. Therefore this section

covers how to safely transport greenware.

Try your best to keep things leather hard.

They are most stable in this state and if 

they get a minor bump or scratch it's easier

to mold them back to shape.

Use a low shallow box (Costco fruit boxes

 are my personal favorite) to store items in transport.

If you drive, buckle the box in or 

     place it in the back seat on the floor.

Save up your plastic and wrap up each piece.

Double up around handles and wedge it

between pieces so they can't move (I reuse this

plastic over and over!).


